We present ROBOSPECT, a new code to automatically measure and deblend line equivalent widths for both absorption and emission spectra. We test the accuracy of these measurements against simulated spectra as well as manual equivalent width measurements of five stellar spectra over a range of signal-tonoise values and a set of long slit emission spectra. We find that ROBOSPECT accurately matches both the synthetic and manual measurements, with scatter consistent with the expectations based on the data quality and the results of Cayrel (1988) .
Introduction
Chemical abundance determination from stellar spectra is largely achieved in one of two ways: synthetic spectra matching or measurement of the equivalent widths of important spectral features. The calculation of synthetic spectra is complicated due to the physics that goes into the models, from the simplest set of atmospheric parameters to the much more complicated considerations required for effects such as non-local thermodynamic equilibrium. Thus, it is difficult to make direct comparisons between studies, not only due to the different methods of dealing with the physics of stellar atmospheres, but also the inclusion or exclusion of various features (e.g., sources of broadening, non-local thermodynamic equilibrium treatments) that can contribute to the formation and shape of a spectral line.
The alternative to this synthesis is to measure the equivalent width of a set of lines. The equivalent width is a geometric measure that describes the total flux of a line as a rectangle with the same area as the line. By requiring the rectangle to have the height of the normalized continuum, the width directly corresponds to the line flux. The equivalent width can be measured without any prior knowledge of an object or consideration for what input physics will be included in the analysis. However, once the equivalent width is measured, further analysis with that information will then generally require the same considerations for physics included in the models used for spectral synthesis.
We have written a new equivalent width fitting program, ROBOSPECT, to provide a consistent way to measure spectral line strengths. By automating these measurements, the data from current and future large-scale studies can be quickly processed without concern about changes in fit quality due to individual, manual measurements. ROBOSPECT is designed to be modular and open source, using freely available software and library packages, to enable users to quickly adapt the code to their data requirements.
Although ROBOSPECT was originally designed for the study of absorption lines in stellar spectra, the algorithms are general enough to allow it to be used to measure the equivalent widths of lines from emission spectra. Emission lines formed in rarefied gas can be used as diagnostics for temperature, metallicity, density, and ionization structure in astrophysical objects such as planetary nebulae (e.g. Sterling et al. 2005) , active galactic nuclei (e.g. Ludwig et al. 2012, and HII regions (e.g. Pellegrini et al. 2010) . In many instances, the useful value is not the equivalent width, but rather the total line flux; however, this is simply a mathematical conversion.
In this paper, we describe ROBOSPECT, an automated equivalent width measurement program for absorption and emission lines. In Section 2, we outline the fitting algorithm that determines the equivalent widths. We detail the accuracy and performance of ROBOSPECT on simulated and real data in Section 3. In Section 4, we discuss the features of some other publicly available equivalent width measurement programs and summarize our results in Section 5.
Algorithms
The goal of ROBOSPECT is to generate an accurate model fit to an input spectrum, with a minimum of user interaction. This helps ensure that all fits are performed identically, regardless of the user or their "personal fitting equation
1 ". To that end, ROBOSPECT constructs automated fits, with the addition of only a small number of user-defined parameters that control the methods used in fitting. In addition, ROBOSPECT returns a set of flags for each fit performed, to allow the user to note any quality issues, allowing poorly fit lines to be identified largely from the resulting line catalog. Figure 1 presents a diagram of the program structure to illustrate the order in which spectrum components are measured.
The only required input to ROBOSPECT is a FITS or ASCII spectrum file, listing the flux at each wavelength. Uncertainties in the fluxes can be supplied as well, but are not used in the fitting process, as they tend to over-constrain the fits (see below). Multiorder spectra are supported, with each order fit independently. This prevents discontinuities between the orders of a combined spectrum from inducing errors in the continuum model. This also allows orders that overlap in wavelength space, such as those obtained with an echelle spectrograph like the High Resolution Spectrograph on the Hobby-Eberly Telescope, to be fit without merging the spectra. A linelist of known lines that should be fit can also be specified, providing the expected line center. These specified lines will always have a line fit attempted, even if there is no obvious feature in the spectrum. This forced measurement method allows a consistent set of lines to be measured across a large number of spectra, yielding upper limits if the presence of an individual line is not obvious.
Spectrum Models

Continuum Normalized Spectra
ROBOSPECT models spectra based on the assumption that all spectra are comprised of three components: the continuum level, C(λ), the line solution relative to that continuum L(λ), and an error component E(λ) that contains the deviation between the true spectrum and the current model. By iterating the fitting of these components, we can ensure that the line and continuum solutions are not biased by the other. These components are combined in different ways to measure line strengths, depending on the type of spectrum to be fit. For a continuum normalized spectrum (where the mean input continuum is nearly unity), we assume that any low spatial frequency deviations from unity are due to a poor normalization correction, and high spatial frequency deviations are a combination of unknown and unfit lines and the E(λ) component. In this case, we construct a model of the final spectrum,S(λ), as:
This relation ensures that in a spectrum with the continuum normalization perfectly performed, the line model and noise add directly to modulate the spectrum around unity. The measured continuum is assumed to represent imperfect normalization, and so is multiplied to the expected final spectrum. Figure 2 demonstrates an example of how these components combine to form the observed spectrum.
Using this spectrum model, we can solve Equation 1 for the continuum component, by letting the input spectrum be the expected final spectrum solution. We can then remove the lines from the data, based on previous iterations of the fitting routine. For the initial iteration, we have no knowledge of the correct line solution, and so expect the continuum level to be slightly biased by strong lines. However, as further iterations are performed, this bias decreases, improving the continuum solution. We ignore the error component when measuring the continuum. As the errors should cause deviations in both directions from the true continuum, they should therefore not bias the result. By subtracting the current line model from the input spectrum, we assume that we are simply left with the continuum structure (modulated by the unknown error component). For a continuum normalized spectrum, we must first rescale the individual line measurements to match the possibly imperfect input spectrum continuum normalization:
The function f C denotes some smoothing operation that returns the continuum model, given the input of a spectrum with all lines removed. ROBOSPECT defaults to a simple median boxcar filter for f C , which can generally fit continuum models that are smooth and do not have discontinuities. Other continuum smoothing functions are supported, including a spline-based method that can be used when the spectrum does have known discontinuities, such as those due to the combination of echelle orders into a single spectrum. Functional models, such as a blackbody or power-law model, can also be chosen for f C , in which a known analytic function is fit to the line-subtracted spectrum.
With the continuum modeled, we can start to investigate the effect that the unknown E(λ) has on the data. This error is not, in general, drawn from the per-pixel noise value. As ROBOSPECT only attempts fits for lines in the linelist, any unknown line will create a deviation between the best model spectrum and the input data. Because of this, ROBOSPECT estimates a noise for each pixel that represents the observed scatter in the spectrum, which includes the contribution from small, unfit lines. This measured noise is generally higher than the expected Poissonian noise, due to this extra contribution. This noise is used both in the line fitting stage to determine how well the model matches as well as in the internal line finding stage. Similar to the continuum solution above, we find a noise solution, E(λ):
This solution removes the current best fitting continuum and line models from the data, leaving only what should be considered the error component. As above in Equation 2, the function f E attempts to model the underlying noise that this error component is drawn from. This is also generally a filtering process, with the default filter using the median absolute deviation statistic (MAD = median(abs(x i − median(x i )))). This value is then converted to an equivalent Gaussian σ by noting that for a Gaussian distribution, the MAD is half of the interquartile distance, and therefore this equivalent σ is equal to 1.4826MAD. Using this statistic instead of a directly measured standard deviation allows this estimate of the noise to be robust against the influence of outliers, such as those that may be left behind by large unmodeled spectral features.
At this point in the fitting process, ROBOSPECT can attempt to identify potential lines that are not yet in its linelist. This is done by looking for local peaks that are more than a fixed user-specified number of σ deviant from the continuum subtracted level:
We expect that a large fraction of lines specified by the linelist will be significant in this measurement. Therefore, after finding all the local peaks that are above the threshold, we merge this list of peaks with those already in the linelist and remove the duplicates. The current line model is not subtracted from the data before looking for new lines, as the model residual can introduce significant local peaks that are not necessarily real.
ROBOSPECT constructs a line solution model using the same methods as when it finds lines, except without normalizing by the spectrum noise:
Again, f L is a function that represents the fitting process performed for each line in the current list (whether supplied by the user or found automatically). This fitting process can use various methods, and can use different models for the line profile shape, as described in Section 2.2.
Flux Calibrated Spectra
For flux calibrated spectra, the same three components are used to describe the input spectrum. However, these components are combined in a different manner than is used for the continuum normalized spectra. For flux calibrated spectra, we assume that the continuum solution combines with the line solution additively and not multiplicatively as in the case of the continuum normalized spectra. Therefore, the spectrum model for flux calibrated data is:
From this model, we can derive relations for the various components as was done above for the flux normalized spectra.
The same fitting and estimation algorithms can be used on both kinds of spectra, as we isolate the component being measured in both cases. Due to the large dynamic range possible for flux calibrated spectra, it is useful to calculate the continuum and noise models using the logarithm of the flux levels. This prevents a large continuum gradient from being dominated by the very largest values. Figure 3 shows a flow chart of the steps used in fitting individual lines. Before doing more complicated fitting, an initial guess for the fit parameters is constructed for each line, under the assumption that the line profile is a Gaussian. The line center is estimated from the centroid around the line peak. The FWHM is calculated by interpolating the line profile at the half-peak value. As heavily blended lines may have excessive contribution from other lines at the half-peak value, we check this value with the width calculated from the 75%-max peak value. In the case of large differences in the expected Gaussian σ between these two values, we take the smaller value to minimize the possible effect of blending. Finally, total line flux, F, is estimated for a simple Gaussian model from the peak flux and the FWHM (F = P σ √ 2π). After this initial fit is performed for all lines, a set of deblending groups is determined. If the line centers are closer than a given number of line widths (taken by default as six times the Gaussian model σ), then they are assigned to the same deblend group. This deblend group is then simultaneously fit as a single unit, to allow for the contributions of all the lines at a given wavelength.
Line fitting
The full line fitting to find the best fitting set of model parameters is done via non-linear least-squares minimization of
for each deblending group, where Q i (λ) is the component of the ith line at wavelength λ. Different line model choices can made for Q, as described in Section 2.3. Once convergence is reached for all the lines in one deblend group, those values are recorded and the fitting moves to the next deblend group, until all lines over the entire spectrum have been fit.
After fitting all lines, a set of quality checks are performed to ensure that only valid fits are retained in the final model. First, any line that did not converge within a fixed number of fitting iterations is flagged and rejected from further consideration. Similarly, lines that have final fit values that are non-finite are flagged and rejected. Finally, the total line solution is calculated by summing only the valid lines, further rejecting any lines that do not reduce the total χ 2 value.
Once the line fitting has been finished and the line solution accumulated, further iterations can be performed starting with these models as an initial set of parameters. As the continuum model is based on the spectrum with lines removed, better line models result in a smaller line residual, allowing for a better continuum model. In turn, with a more accurate continuum model, the line fits are more reliable, with less noise as there are fewer residuals remaining. In Figure 4 , we show an example output fit from the S/N∼ 300 star for Fe I line λ5429.68.
Line profile functions
The default assumption for all lines is that they have a profile shape consistent with a simple Gaussian. This is appropriate for most lines used in a typical equivalent width-based stellar abundance analysis. Lines that fall on the linear portion of the curve of growth have a 1:1 ratio between the line width and the absorbers, thus a small change in the number of absorbers is easily reflected in the line profile. However, as the line leaves the linear portion of the curve of growth, this ratio becomes smaller and the assumption of a Gaussian profile begins to break down, resulting in wings that are broader and contain a larger fraction of the total flux. To account for these strong lines, we allow the user to select other profile functions that can better model these lines.
In the extreme case of the line shape generated solely by pressure broadening, we support a Lorentzian model. This is in general not appropriate for most lines included in the typical analysis of a stellar spectrum; however the Gaussian line shape is not appropriate for certain lines from which abundances are derived (e.g., Mg b) and for lines that are important in calculating the continuum (such as the hydrogen lines). Between the extreme Lorentzian and the Gaussian is the Voigt profile, the result of the convolution of a Gaussian and Lorentzian models. This profile is somewhat difficult to directly calculate, and so we utilize the Hjerting approximation given by Harris (1948) that describes the Voigt profile as a polynomial approximation in η, the ratio of the Lorentzian width to the Gaussian (Doppler) width. This function reduces to the simple Gaussian form when η = 0, allowing this function to be used on all lines, with the degree of non-Gaussianity allowed to best match the data. This function is significantly more complicated than a simple Gaussian, however, increasing the computation time required for fitting.
Wavelength solutions
Internally, ROBOSPECT has no a priori knowledge of the quality of the wavelength solution. If a linelist is supplied, it is assumed that the specified line centers are consistent with the peaks in the spectrum. If this is not true, then the lines specified may go unfit. We have implemented some rudimentary ways to prevent this situation, but these algorithms assume any errors in the wavelength solution are small, and are not designed as a replacement for accurate wavelength calibration.
Given that the linelist notes where expected lines should be found, ROBOSPECT can use that information to evaluate the wavelength solution of the supplied data. By finding the local peak most consistent with the input linelist, ROBOSPECT can check for systematic offsets between the expected line center and the observed line center, and fit a wavelength correction that makes these match. This correction can either be linear (the observed spectrum has an offset from expectations by some small fixed δλ) or Doppler (the observed spectrum has a velocity offset resulting in an offset δλ ∝ λ). Once the correction has been measured, this result is applied to shift the expected line centers to match the data, not to change the wavelength solution of the data. This choice is made to avoid issues interpolating the data onto a new wavelength grid, and the possible resulting degradation in resolution. The calculated correction is returned with the final fit, allowing the user to use it to help re-reduce the data.
Fitting Accuracy
Although ROBOSPECT returns an error estimate for all measured parameters, this is based on the fit χ 2 , and does not fully account for the covariance between line parameters and continuum uncertainty. Therefore, to confirm the fit quality and measurement accuracy, we compare the results from ROBOSPECT to a sample of independently measured lines.
Simulated Spectra
We performed our first test using a sample of 100 simulated spectra, designed to be similar to a sample of high resolution, continuum-normalized stellar absorption spectra. Each spectrum covers a range of 4000Å centered at 6000Å, with 0.1Å spaced pixels. A randomly chosen signal-to-noise ratio was selected logarithmically between S/N = 10 and S/N = 1000 to represent the a range of common data quality. This S/N value was then used to add random Gaussian noise around 1.0, representing the mean level of the normalized spectra. From this base, we then added 1000 equally spaced Gaussian lines to the spectra. The line equivalent widths were again logarithmically sampled, from a range 1 < EQW < 600 consistent with what is observed in our spectra of real stars. The FWHM values for these simulated lines was drawn from the narrow range of 0.2Å < F W HM < 0.4Å. As the FWHM is largely a function of the resolution of the data, and dependent on the instrument, there is little need to probe a wide range of values.
In order to represent calibration errors that would shift the continuum level, we multiplied the final spectrum with a spline model. This spline model was defined by taking twelve equally spaced points along the spectrum, and randomly selecting a value from the noise expected by the signal-to-noise ratio. These control points were then interpolated using a cubic spline, and the simulated spectra scaled by this curve. This model assumes that the continuum level is more robust in high signal-to-noise data, a reasonable expectation.
Once these simulated spectra were generated, they were processed using ROBOSPECT, and the measured line parameters were compared with the known simulation inputs. Using the fit quality flags generated by ROBOSPECT, we can exclude lines that were not fit correctly, and use this information to determine the expected completeness of the fitting process. Figure 5 shows the completeness as a function of signal to noise and line equivalent width. As is expected, the completeness is worse for weak lines in low signal to noise spectra.
One of the main issues with fitting spectral lines is ensuring that the continuum level is estimated correctly. As we know the input and fit continuum levels, we can determine how much scatter to expect from ROBOSPECT measurements. This scatter is shown in Figure 5 .
As expected, as the spectrum signal-to-noise increases, the accuracy to which ROBOSPECT determines the continuum also increases. This continuum accuracy best represents a lower limit to the uncertainty that is expected in real data. Our simulated spectra do not include the contribution that small faint lines can have. The presence of these lines in real data sets a noise threshold in the continuum that exists in even the highest S/N spectra.
The goal of ROBOSPECT is to accurately measure the equivalent widths of the lines in the spectrum. Therefore, understanding the errors on these measurements is essential. From Cayrel (1988) , we expect that the scatter is a function of the line FWHM and the spectrum signal to noise. The simulated spectra provide a very large sample of 65,000 lines with valid line measurements to estimate the observed scatter in the ROBOSPECT fits. These results are displayed in Figure 6 , along with the Cayrel (1988) predictions. As mentioned before, the presence of faint lines in real data is likely to increase the observed fit scatter, but based on this sample, it is clear that the fits produced by ROBOSPECT are consistent with the expected theoretical accuracy.
CASH Star Comparison
To test ROBOSPECT on a set of real stellar spectra, we compared the equivalent width measurements made for 5 stars of S/N ∼ 300, 100, 65, 45, and 30, listed in Table 1 . These stars were observed as part of the Chemical Abundances of Stars in the Halo (CASH) project Hollek et al. (2011) . The CASH project is a study of 500 stars, observed at McDonald Observatory using the High Resolution Spectrograph (Tull 1998 ) on the Hobby-Eberly Telescope (Shetrone et al. 2007 ). The goal of this study is to analyze a statistical sample of stellar spectra to determine chemical abundances and abundance trends in a self-consistent manner. We are using ROBOSPECT to facilitate the analysis for this large spectroscopic study.
These S/N values were chosen to present an ideal case, a good case, the median S/N of the CASH study, a bad, and a very bad case. Observational details of the CASH project are given by Hollek et al. (2011) . As these stars are part of a study of the stellar halo, they are of low metallicity, ranging from −3.0 <[Fe/H]< −2.4.
These stars were observed at R∼ 15, 000 and have been measured using a semi-automated IDL routine (Roederer & Lawler 2012) which was also used for the stars of equal resolution by Hollek et al. (2011) . Here we examine two of the most common parameter settings used in ROBOSPECT: standard Gaussian line profiles and Hjerting line profiles. In both cases, we use the set of default parameters listed in Table 2 to test the code, which was run for five iterations of the main fitting loop. The only deviation from the default parameters is for the fits using the Hjerting line profile shape. Tables 3 and 4 show the results of statistical tests that quantify the difference between the manually measured equivalent width and the ROBOSPECT measured equivalent width. We also include the S/N, the iteration of fitting loop presented, as well as the number of lines that had fits considered valid by ROBOSPECT. To prevent a small number of outliers from skewing the results, we also list the median and the robust estimate of the standard deviation, σ Q .
Gaussian Line Profile Statistical Analysis
In the standard case, using the default parameters with a Gaussian line fit, we find that ROBOSPECT matches the manual measurements, with differences between the manually measured result consistent with the expected Cayrel (1988) estimate. We show results for the test spectra for five iterations in Table 3 . We determined a nominal error in the manually measured equivalent widths as calculated from Cayrel (1988) by basing the wavelength in the region near the Mg b lines. This region was chosen as it was the same one from which the S/N was calculated. We find the errors in equivalent width to be 1.00, 3.00, 4.61, 6.66, and 9.99 mÅ for the 300, 100, 65, 45, and 30 S/N cases respectively. As with the simulated spectra, as the S/N drops the accuracy with which ROBOSPECT matches the manual equivalent width also drops. In all cases but the 300 S/N case, the standard deviation falls below this value. Furthermore, the σ Q value is well below the error in the manually measured equivalent widths, again with the exception of the S/N 300 case. The likely cause for this exception is the differences in continuum level chosen by the manual and ROBOSPECT measurements. The continuum level from ROBOSPECT passes through the median of the spectra data, which tends to be slightly lower than the manual placement, resulting in a small bias.
Increasing the number of iterations generally decreases both the fitting bias (as measured by the mean and median) as well as the fit scatter (based on σ and σ Q ). Usually, three iterations are sufficient, with a minimal improvement in the scatter beyond this limit of ∼ 0.02mÅ. This improvement is small relative to the expected uncertainty in the manual measurements, suggesting that further iterations are not likely to improve the fit results.
The left panel of Figure 7 shows plots of the residuals between the manually measured equivalent widths from Hollek et al. (2011) and the ROBOSPECT equivalent widths, with each S/N value offset by 50 mÅ. The left panel of Figure 8 shows the equivalent widths from the manually measured equivalent widths against those of ROBOSPECT for all S/N values.
Although the scatter between the measurements matches the expectations, there is a clear S/N dependence in the bias between the ROBOSPECT and manual measurements. The most plausible reason for this is a difference in the way that the continuum level is set between these two methods. ROBOSPECT assumes that the true continuum level is "hidden" within the scatter in the spectrum data, and places the continuum level to be consistent with the median value of this scatter. In contrast, a manual measurement is likely to set the local continuum at the peaks to either side of the line, substantially higher than the ROBOSPECT value (on the order of σ continuum , the scatter in the continuum level). Because of this, the increasing deviation between the manual measurements and the ROBOSPECT measurements as the signal to noise decreases is not surprising, and represents the covariance between continuum level and line flux.
Hjerting Line Profile Statistical Analysis
As some very strong lines ( −4.5 in reduced equivalent width 1 ) may have a significantly non-Gaussian line profile shape, we repeated the analysis of these stars with the Hjerting line model instead of a Gaussian. The comparison with the manual equivalent width measurements is detailed in Table 4 over all five iterations.
The right panel of Figure 7 shows plots of the residuals between the manually measured equivalent widths from Hollek et al. (2011) and the ROBOSPECT equivalent widths, with each S/N value offset by 50 mÅ. The right panel of Figure 8 shows the plot of the equivalent widths from the manually measured equivalent widths against those of ROBOSPECT for all S/N values. Upon inspection of the statistical results, we find that the mean and σ values are significantly larger than those associated with the standard Gaussian fits; however, when we evaluate the median and σ Q values, we find that they are reasonably consistent. As the median and σ Q values are less sensitive to outliers, this suggests that the added parameters of the Hjerting model may make the code more susceptible to erroneous fits. It should also be noted that night sky lines can pollute the stellar spectrum around 6000Å, which is where many of these outlier fits exist, as seen in the right panel of Figure 7 .
Figures 9-13 include a visualization of the line model and model continuum plotted against the input spectrum along with the residuals between the spectrum and line model for each S/N value of the CASH stars presented for the Hjerting line profile fits. The wavelength region shown spans from 5520Å to 5560Å, which is also the width of the deblending region. This region includes a several lines which require deblending, along with some individual features as well. As the metallicity of each of these stars is different, the line strengths vary as well, as strongly evidenced by the λ 5041.07 and λ 5041.76 lines, two prominent Fe features. These example fits also show that strongly deviant points, such as those caused by cosmic rays, are detected and fit as emission features. These fits help minimize the influence that these discrepant points have on the continuum model.
We also tested the Hjerting line profiles against the published equivalent width measurement values for HD 122563, the S/N∼ 300 star, from Cayrel et al. (2004) and for HD 115444, the S/N∼ 65 star, from Fulbright (2000) . We find good agreement with both sets of equivalent widths 0.953±5.796 mÅ and 1.768±2.621 mÅ for HD 122563 and HD 115444, respectively.
Statistical Analysis for a Pared Linelist for Both Gaussian and Hjerting Profiles
In our tests, we used a linelist that was designed for metal-poor stars. However, not all stars have every line in the list, and artifacts such as cosmic rays and noisy spectral regions often make certain lines that have been measured by ROBOSPECT undesirable for further analysis. Even when using manual programs to measure equivalent widths, there are lines that simply cannot be measured well enough for inclusion subsequent analysis such as stellar parameter determination. The previous set of statistics included all lines that were measured by ROBOSPECT and not flagged by the code as invalid. As such, they may include lines with these undesirable features. We performed a statistical analysis on a subset of these lines which have been deemed suitable for stellar abundance analysis and present the results in Table 7 . We include only the statistical results from the fifth iteration, as these are the final fit values.
In general, we find the same trend in these improved statistics: high S/N values correspond with smaller mean differences, medians, σ, and σ Q values. By removing spurious lines, we find better agreement with the manual equivalent width measurements. Of particular importance is that once the outliers are removed, the Hjerting line profile fits match slightly better than the Gaussian fits as compared to the manual measurements. When accepting all lines that ROBOSPECT deemed valid, the Gaussian fits performed better; hence, the Hjerting profile is more susceptible to outliers, but should be used when the user can remove particularly bad fits. Below we highlight some statistics of note.
In the 45 S/N Gaussian case, the σ, mean, and median improve, but the σ Q value increases. This is likely because the line fits that were deemed bad were less discrepant from the manual measurements than some of the lines that were left in the re-analysis of the statistics. These seemingly "very bad" lines were left in because the discrepancy in the measured equivalent widths is a result of the different choices in the continuum level. It is likely that this creates a problem for the 45 S/N case and not the others because the S/N is low enough to begin to hide weak lines in the noise which would pull down the continuum level to a significant level, but not so low that a large fraction of the lines are lost in the noise.
In the 65 S/N Hjerting case, we find that the mean increases in the re-run after removing the bad fits. For this run, the extreme outliers were on the lower end, bringing the mean down closer to 0. By removing the highly negative outliers, the mean increased; however, the median, which is more robust against outliers decreased along with the σ Q and σ values as is expected.
Emission Spectrum Comparison
As discussed in Section 2.1, the method used for fitting flux calibrated data is slightly different than that used for normalized spectra. To test the accuracy of this fitting mode, we examined a set of long slit emission spectra of the Orion nebula. These data were taken on the 1.5-meter Cassegrain Spectrograph at CTIO. Three gratings were used, providing a blue, red, and high resolution spectrum for each pointing. The characteristics of these gratings is provided in Table 7 .
The spectra were flux calibrated, and apertures defined to bin the spectra to ensure an average signal-to-noise of S/N ≈ 10. This results in thirty binned spectra for each of the 24 input images. A manual measurement of the lines was performed using the IRAF task SPLOT, with the continuum and center set manually.
ROBOSPECT was then used to measure each spectrum as well, using a single list of lines and a Gaussian line model. The relative flux difference ((F ROBOSP ECT −F SP LOT )/F ROBOSP ECT ) and the scatter are listed in Table 7 . For the majority of lines, the results agree very well, again illustrating that ROBOSPECT produces measurements consistent with other methods of spectral line measurement. Figure 14 shows the scatter observed in individual lines for each grating. It is clear from this that the scatter in the high resolution spectra is much lower than for the other two gratings. For the lines with the largest difference, a comparison of the SPLOT and ROBOSPECT measurements shows that ROBOSPECT fluxes are generally lower than those measured by SPLOT. This decreased flux is a result of ROBOSPECT deblending neighboring lines that were fit with a single Gaussian in the SPLOT analysis. Therefore, this increased scatter is largely a result of the manual measurement incorrectly modeling the data.
Solar Spectrum Analysis
The assumption that all lines can be fit by Gaussians or the Hjerting model is certainly not valid for the strongest lines. For these very broad lines, ROBOSPECT will underestimate the line flux as the true line shape deviates from the analytic forms. Such lines are not commonly used in the calculation of stellar properties in studies like the CASH project, but knowing the point at which the analytic models break down is essential.
This break down point can be calculated with a well-calibrated real spectrum that contains a large number of lines that vary over many orders of magnitude in equivalent width. Furthermore, using a spectrum with a very high signal-to-noise ratio and resolution reduces the possibility that faint lines blended into the wings of strong lines will make those strong lines deviate from the analytic form. The solar spectrum presented by Wallace et al. (2011) satisfies all of these requirements, and in addition, has a well-calibrated continuum level that we can take as fixed to reduce the influence that the ROBOSPECT continuum level can have on the line measurements.
From this high quality spectrum, we selected the region between 3825 and 4561Å to study. This region contains many lines, with a range of equivalent width values from 1 to 1000 mÅ. To do the comparison, we first ran ROBOSPECT with the Hjerting line model selected. For each of the well-fit lines in the output catalog, we attempted to construct an independent non-parametric measurement. As these lines may still have contaminating blended lines, we constrain the non-parametric model curve in two ways. First, the line must be symmetric about the central wavelength. This constraint helps remove these blends, as we can use symmetry to exclude the influence on the line under consideration. Secondly, we demand that a line monotonically approaches the continuum. This also helps prevent issues with blending, and ensures that the line has a finite total flux. Once each line shape was defined by this non-parametric model, we used a direct integration of the line flux to obtain the total equivalent width.
Unsurprisingly, this non-parametric model generally produces larger equivalent widths than the standard Hjerting fits, as it can probe further out into the wings of the lines. For weak lines, this effect is minimal, as any wings are small and reasonably fit by the analytic model. For lines with non-parametric equivalent widths less than EQW ∼ 100, the residuals between the non-parametric model and Hjerting model are largely random, with an average deviation of 6.1 ± 12.7mÅ. Above this limit, however, the deviations and scatter increase dramatically, as the lines become increasingly dominated by the wings instead of the core. This change is poorly modeled by the Hjerting function, resulting in a larger average deviation of 52.6 ± 51.1mÅ. Separating out the measurements above EQW = 100, we can fit a line to the deviations and note that the error in the Hjerting fits is largely linear with the true equivalent width, such that ∆EQW = 40.22 − 0.56EQW .
Other Equivalent Width Measurement Software
The future of astronomical study is in large collaborations, specifically large surveys, such as those like the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) York et al. (2000) and the subsequent Sloan Extension for Galactic Understanding and Exploration (SEGUE) Yanny et al. (2009) , both of which included a large spectroscopic component. For these surveys, and for any statistical stellar sample, it is necessary to analyze the spectra in a self-consistent manner so that the resultant abundance trends and frequencies are meaningful. SDSS and SEGUE employ the Sloan Stellar Parameter Pipeline (SSPP) (Lee et al. 2008 ) for such analysis of its medium resolution spectra. However, for studies with higher resolution data, there exist several codes to measure equivalent widths, although are truly fully-automated. ROBOSPECT has been written to fill this niche, and perform automated fits to high resolution spectra.
A variety of very good publicly available programs exist, and can largely be divided into three categories: manual, semi-automated, and fully automated methods. Manual programs, such as SPLOT in IRAF 2 , require continuous user interaction, and due to this, the measurements can be significantly influenced by the decisions of the user. This "personal equation" includes a variety of factors that can vary from user to user, such as how the continuum level is set, the line width in wavelength space, and considerations for smoothing. In order to obtain a consistent set of measurements, all of these factors must be kept the same, usually resulting in a single spectroscopist performing all measurements. For large scale, labor-intensive projects, such as CASH, it can be difficult to remain consistent over hundreds of lines in hundreds of stars.
This problem is somewhat resolved by the semi-automated methods, which reduce the level of user interaction. However, even in these programs, the initial equivalent width can be flawed as the automated continuum placement is rudimentary. Weak lines and noise can be indistinguishable, which can bias the continuum level calculated, requiring user input into the continuum placement, which is generally the largest component of error associated with the measurement. Additionally, the line-finding algorithms often have difficulties in detecting and measuring weak lines that are adjacent to large features.
Fitline (François et al. 2003 ) is an example of a semi-automated equivalent width measurement code. It utilizes a genetic algorithm to fit Gaussian profiles to the lines of a linelist by generating random Gaussian parameters, mutating those parameters based on the lines that are best fit, and iterating until convergence to the best fits. Fitline requires some initial user interaction to dictate files. It can also be used with a post-processing code where the user can flag fit quality. A detailed description of the code can be found in Lemasle et al. (2007) .
DAOSPEC (Stetson & Pancino 2008 ) is another equivalent width measurement software that is written in FORTRAN, for use with IRAF libraries and supermongo for graphical support. It works over five iterations to determine the equivalent widths and in many ways is similar to ROBOSPECT, using a line-fitting and continuum-fitting cycle. DAOSPEC is not interactive, although it does require the user to set input values, including a FWHM estimate and the polynomial order used to fit the continuum.
ROBOSPECT was written with the intent of being deterministic, therefore the inputs required by ROBOSPECT do not greatly affect the resultant equivalent width measurements. It was also written to be user-friendly. It utilizes freely available libraries and graphics support so it is free of cost as well as open source. Additionally, since it is written in C, it is not under any peculiar constraints in terms of the formatting of input files and is easily modified for specific projects.
Conclusions
With the increasing scale of data in astronomical projects, automating the process of measuring features is essential to make use of the corresponding increase in computational power. To support this goal for the CASH project, we have written ROBOSPECT, a fullyautomated equivalent width measurement code. Although ROBOSPECT was designed for metal poor stars, it is capable of fitting absorption and emission features in a variety of astronomical sources.
Based on the results of a large number of simulated spectra with known line parameters, we are confident that the fitting accuracy of ROBOSPECT is consistent with the expected theoretical accuracy as presented by Cayrel (1988) . These results are confirmed by the comparing the ROBOSPECT results with manual measurements of both a sampling of CASH project stars at a variety of S/N, as well as a set of long-slit spectra of the Orion nebula.
While ROBOSPECT can be used to greatly reduce the labor involved in determining the equivalent widths of spectral lines, it is not written with the intention to be a substitute for actually looking at the data. Thus, a re-analysis of a subset of the lines that are visually confirmed to be valid for stellar parameter determination and abundance analysis shows an expected improvement in the scatter relative to the manual measurements. We found that our statistics improved over all of our S/N values and for both of the ROBOSPECT parameter settings we investigated. In the case of the Hjerting model, we found that extreme outliers, which would not be considered valid for stellar abundance work, can bias the results.
Another caveat is that due to the method used to fit the lines and measure the continuum, ROBOSPECT has difficulty with spectra in which there is no discernible continuum over large wavelength regions. In metal-poor stars, these regions can be found in cool stars with molecular bandheads, often from titanium and also in stars with enhanced carbon abundances. These features are also difficult to define mathematically, preventing minimization process from finding a single best fitting set of parameters. Thus, ROBOSPECT should not be used for these stars; however, most other routines will also have difficulties with these stars. Similarly, in the case of the most carbon-enhanced stars, it is better to skip the equivalent width measurement analysis in favor of a spectral synthesis.
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